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About us

What happens when related personalities meet?
Normally, a friendship is born.
But when those who meet are a passionate wine producer, a brilliant photographer and a 
wandering artist, the situation becomes more interesting.
Meeting point? Surfing!

Hence, the Sea Bird 1965 project.

PHILOSOPHY
“Join the story” is our mood. A way of saying that Sea Bird is wherever there is a story to tell, a 
story to be part, to share and support it together.
Nature has always been a generous mother. Sooner you understand this, sooner you get to 
the love and passion that animates our lives.
Sea Bird starts from the concept of simplicity. The glide of a bird that touches the surface of 
the water, free and elegant, the same feeling you have when sliding on a wave … flying!

Our main purpose is to highlight the passion and the strictly handcrafted work.

Discover more on

www.seabirdproject.com

Instagram@seabird1965co
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manufacturing

The Sea Bird clothing collection is made according to 
criteria that we consider sacred.

Our sweatshirts and t-shirts are part of a completely 
made in Italy artisan production, which starts from 
the creation of the garment model, up to the sewing 
of the label.

Our graphics are silkscreened one by one.

We personally and meticulously check the quality of 
the entire production process.

The entire production process is 100% made in Italy.
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t-shirt collection summer 
2023
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chilling

white
100% cotton

100% true made in Italy
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sea bird official

black
100% cotton

100% true made in Italy
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freesurf

white
100% cotone

100% true made in Italy
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single fin

black
100% cotone

100% true made in Italy
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sweatshirt sea bird official 
blue denim

100% cotton
100% true made in Italy
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surf trunks
color: black

100% ultra resistant cotton
100% true made in Italy
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The weekender

100% Linen stone washed
Inside, 100% cotton.

Color: white
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Biarritz surf trunks

100% Nylon
Inside, 100% cotton

Color: white with red and blue stripes
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The hotdogger surf trunks

100% Nylon
Inside, 100% cotton

Color: blue navy
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L’elegante 

100% rasatello di cotone
Inside, 100% cotton

Color: black
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Sea Bird surf wax

100% organic surf wax
100% recyclable, reusable and biodegradable

100% handmade in Italy 
Weight 80 gr.

For water temperatures between 13 ° C and 20 ° C

the real organic surf wax

The idea of an organic surf wax always titillated our 
imagination.
The question that bothered us was: how can we create 
a surf wax that is completely composed of all-natural 
ingredients and works at the same time offering a grip 
like the most famous non-organic surf wax?

After a lot of experiments and time spent rehearsing, we 
succeeded!

Sea Bird wax is a surf wax based on coconut oil, 
beeswax and pine resin. It offer a range of 
temperatures that can resist 80% of the climatic 
conditions that can be found in the Mediterranean sea 
and temperate oceans like the Atlantic.
It is composed of only organic and biodegradable 
ingredients at “KM 0”. There is no transport, no shipping, 
everything is collected and processed as nature 
commands.

The exclusive advantage is that the Sea Bird surf wax, 
after removed from the surfboard, is 100% reusable for 
a second time.
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Sea Bird wine

Grape variety: nasco e nuragus
Typology: White wine
Alcohol content: 13%

Format: 750 ml

sea bird wine

Nothing in the world has more elements in common than wine 
and surfing.

Nature is the first thing that unites them, because without the 
perturbations there would be neither storms nor rains to feed 
the earth.

The wind, as it favors the birth of the waves, can also ruin 
them.

The vine can be overheated by climatic factors and give bad 
grapes, or these same factors can favor it, giving it a perfect 
ripeness.

The fundamental element that unites wine and surfing is the 
ability to create connections between people.

Sea Bird Wine aims to celebrate this great strength.

It is born with the vinification in amphora for 8/12 months with 
the skins, continuing the refinement without the skins in oak 
barrels for another 12 months.

Drink it thinking that the best surfer is the one who has fun!

Cheers!
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contact us:

information and general inquiries:  hello@seabirdproject.com

orders and product inquiries:  order@seabirdproject.com

www.seabirdproject.com
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photography, catalog designer and sales manager: Andrea Bianchi ( www.andrea-bianchi.it )

art illustrations, clothing desinger and production manager: Marco Umilio ( instagram.com@thebodasurfcaravan )

public relations officer: Antonio Argiolas ( www.instagram.com@antonioargiolas84)

Models/Ambassadors: Alessandro Capoccia e Fabio Salaris

Credits:


